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Jama Connect’s Requirements Management Enables Live Traceability™ Across Your Development Process 
Bridge engineering silos across development, test, and risk activities. Provide end-to-end compliance, risk mitigation, and process improvement with our intuitive, award-winning requirements management platform.








See How It Works
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Centralize Your Requirements Management Process
Managing requirements in Jama Connect speeds the product development process by saving time, strengthening alignment, and ensuring quality and compliance. Teams can create, review, validate, and verify requirements in one solution. With Jama Connect, teams can:






	
Have an authoritative source of truth for clear visibility throughout the product development lifecycle




	
Iterate in real time for informed decision making and consensus




	
Support multiple product development methodologies and engineering disciplines




	
Configure the requirements management software to align to industry best practices




	
Visualize how tests track back to requirements to prove quality and compliance




	
Reuse validated requirements to quickly replicate features across products










GET THE GUIDE
WATCH WEBINAR










Author Requirements Quickly, Easily, Efficiently, and with Precision
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Now, Jama Connect® cloud users can leverage an intelligent natural language processing add-on that eases and speeds the requirements authoring of complex, technical, and interrelated systems, and subsystems. With Jama Connect Advisor teams will:
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Receive guidance based on industry-recommended practice by INCOSE Rules and EARS Notation 
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Save hours in authoring and editing time by quick identification of problems, and get recommendations for improvement 
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See fewer errors in design, testing, and while validating user needs 
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Increase effectiveness of testing and validation, as test cases can be mapped to the exact requirement and user needs 








Get The Datasheet
FREE JAMA CONNECT ADVISOR TRIAL 








Streamline Your Product Development Process
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Increase Efficiency & Optimize Processes




Accurately capture and communicate requirements, goals, progress, and interdependencies to remove friction throughout the development process.
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Understand and Respond to Change




Identify implications of product changes to minimize late-stage changes and rework by ensuring development teams have the latest information to make informed decisions as requirements evolve.
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Establish Clarity & Visibility




Integrate Jama Connect® requirements management and test case management with Jira task management and test automation solutions for broader visibility into what you’re building and why.






Change Management Made Simple
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Live Traceability




Easily navigate upstream and downstream relationships to understand the impact of change and coverage across development.
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Decision Tracking & Fast Reviews




Conduct virtual reviews of requirements, test cases, user needs, or test results and track discussions, changes, and critical decisions across teams and geographies.
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Real-Time Collaboration




Immediately note and prioritize critical decisions, pull in required contributors, and reference historical context to eliminate communication bottlenecks.
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See why Jama Connect is the #1-rated requirements management software on the G2® Grid®
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DOWNLOAD EBOOK









Seamlessly Integrate with Your Development Tech Stack
Take advantage of our integration solutions with market-leading tools for design and simulation, task management, lifecycle management, quality assurance, and testing. Teams can work in their preferred tools while ensuring all requirements are verified and validated to achieve complete traceability.
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Hardware and software complexity is rapidly increasing across all highly regulated industries. Smart organizations are mitigating risk by using modern requirements management (RM) tools to manage product, systems, and software development. Check out our Essential Guide to Requirements Management to up your RM game.





LEARN MORE









Transform Requirements Management for Clients





“We love the fact that it’s very easy to compare prior versions of requirements. It’s easy to track, review, sign off and know how and why we did certain things.”
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Elizabeth RosenbergPractice Leader Alight Solutions
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Read Customer Story











SEE MORE RESOURCES







Learn More About Jama Connect
How can we help you? Our team of Jama Connect experts are here to answer any questions and learn how we can help enable your continued success.








Let’s Talk!





  












CONNECT WITH US


	Facebook
	LinkedIn
	Youtube







USA

135 SW Taylor Suite 200

Portland, Oregon, 97204

EUROPE

Amsterdam Queens Tower

Delflandlaan 1, 1062EA Amsterdam

The Netherlands
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